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NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS 287 

upon his nt-standard (?)"-Pyr. 1088-was an exception). It appeared in fact that the index con- 
tained all matters relating directly to the god, and that these were easily traced. But when he 

asked, for example, the wider question: "In what places is Horus mentioned in association with 
Thoth (as in Pyr. 956, 1089, 1176, 1247, 1429)?" or: "In what groupings do the forms of Horus (as 
Horus-the-Easternl, Horus-of-the-Gods, Horus-shesmeti) occur, and where?" he found no answer at all. 
The absence of such information is regrettable, since collocations of this kind are surely of importanrce 
for the mythology of the Pyramid Texts. 

Dr ALLEN tells us in the introduction that his original plan-frustrated by "the excessive wealth 
of material" which resulted-was to have submitted for his doctoral dissertation an index relating to 
all animate beings appearing in the Pyramids as supernatural agents, and hints that the work of 
which only a part is here put forth may be made accessible to his colleagues in further publications. 
It is greatly to be hoped that so competent a worker as Dr ALLEN will give us a complete index 
to the Pyramids, on lines similar to those of his investigation of Horus. Such a compilation, as well 
made as is this book, would be of great service, not only to Egyptology, but to the study of com- 
parative religion in general. The interpretation of these texts, the oldest religious documents in 

existence, has been singularly neglected hitherto, and a thorough-going subject-index would afford a 
solid foundation for later research. 

The system of transliteration used in this book is perhaps open to criticism, on the score not of 
the alphabet employed-which is the standard one-but of the excessively analytical breaking-up of 
words by means of points. In such writings as y hm - w sk (" imperishable ones ") ssw * t(y) f(y) ("he who 
shall sail "), wr t-b? - w (" great of honour") any advantage (and that there is any is doubtful) which is 
gained by thus dissecting the afformatives away from their roots cannot compensate for the loss of 

legibility and the repellent appearance which result. And to use (as for example in s?. t.f: "his 

daughter") the same mark to denote the relation of an afformative to its root, and that of a suffix 
to its base, is hardly justifiable. 

BATTISCOMBE GUNN. 

Notes on the Story of Sinuhe. By ALAN H. GARDINER, D.Litt. Paris, 1916. Pp. 196. 

The title of this work might seem to imply that it was a collection of jottings on the long and 
interesting, but difficult, text with which it deals. Far from that: it is really the commentary to the 

magnificent facsimiles with transcripts and translation published by the same scholar in the series of 
Berlin literary papyri in 1909 (Die Erzdihtlung des Sinuhe und die Hirtengeschichte in Literarische 
Texte des Mittleren Reiches herausgegeben von ADOLF ERMAN, Band II). The bulk of this commentary, 
including a complete conspectus of parallel texts where such exist, was published in the periodical 
Recueil de Travaux, edited by MASPERO, for 1910-12 and 1914; the separate issue is enriched by some 
new fragments of the text, additional notes, a revised translation and indexes of words and subjects. 
The Berlin publication and this, taken together, provide a complete edition of the Story of Sinuhe 
with all known fragments. 

It is more than fifty years since the Cambridge Egyptologist GOODWIN gave a first reading of the 
tale from the fine papyrus at Berlin, obtaining at least a general idea of its movement. That the 
tale was exceedingly popular both in the Middle Kingdom (to which it belonged) and in the New 
Kingdom, is shown by the numerous fragments or extracts which have come to light from time to 
time. An ostracon found in 1886 supplied the lost beginning in a very corrupt state, and ten years 
ago GARDINER discovered extensive portions of the first half of the story in a papyrus from the 

Ramesseum, giving an excellent though fragmentary text of Middle Kingdom age. The tale, or 

portions of it, has been studied by many Egyptologists since CHABAS and GOODWIN; as lately as 1908 
Professor MASPERO, utilising GARDINER'S material and version, gave text commentary and index (Les 
Memnoires de Sinouhit) for students of the language, who can also consult his translation of 1911 in 
the fourth edition of Les Contes populaires de l'Agypte Ancienne. GARDINER has carefully gleaned from 
the work of previous editors and translators, has profited by the vast collections of words made for 
the Berlin Dictionary, and has invited and utilised suggestions from such specialists as Prof. SETHE of 

Gottingen and M. DgVAUD in Switzerland to strengthen his own fine scholarship. He is thus able 
not only to reach new positions but also to establish himself there in most cases securely by quotation 
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of parallels. The advance on the old versions both in reading and interpretation is very great. One 
of the most strikinlg results in detail is that the much discussed name 'Amuianshi attributed to the 
Syrian prince who welcomed the fugitive Sinuhe should probably be resolved into two Egyptian names 
and be read 'Enshi son of ?Amu.' The philologist knows from experience what to expect in an 
edition of an important text by GARDINER. The geography of the story is somewhat obscure: GARDINER 
places the principal scene of Sinuhe's activity in Northern Syria and continues, 'It is impossible to 
read the story without gaining the impression that the writer describes a kind of life that he has 
seen and with which he is familiar; but it is also impossible to silence the suspicion that he has 
transferred to Northern Syria an account of conditions that only holds good for the half-nomadic 
tribes of Southern Palestine.' These and similar questions are thoroughly dealt with, and I venture 
to think that, although difficulties remain in plenty, for some time to come it will be hard to pick 
holes anywhere in GARDINER'S work unless a new papyrus of the last half of the story should be 
discovered. Personally I have only detected one tiny lapse-the use of the word 'brambles' in the 
translation of B, 1. 5, where the usual 'bushes' would surely be both more literal and more realistic. 

F. LL. GRIFFITH. 

Catalogue general des antiquites egyptiennes du Muse'e du Caire: Papyrus grecs d'epoque byzantine. 
Tome iii. By JEAN MASPERO. Le Caire, Imprimerie de l'Institut Fran9ais d'Arch6ologie Orientale, 
1916. Pp. xxxvi+260. Eight plates. 

This volume completes Jean MASPERO'S great catalogue of the Byzantine papyri at Cairo, a 
catalogue to which we owe so notable an increase in our knowledge of the administration and the 
economic and social condition of sixth century Egypt. It completes it rather in fact than in intention; 
for though Sir Gaston MASPERO in his preface speaks of it as the final volume, in terms suggesting 
that there was no intention in any case of carrying the catalogue further, the editor himself, as appears 
from the prefatory note prefixed to Vol. I, proposed to include all the Cairo papyri of the Byzantine 
age. But the present volume, though it apparently exhausts the Kom Ishgau Greek collection, does 
not, any more than the preceding ones, contain any texts from other finds, of which the Cairo Museum 
contains a fair number. Possibly the original plan had been modified; but whatever may have been 
Jean MASPERO'S intention, the fortune of war has decided the matter; and this is the last volume of 
texts that we shall owe to him. 

As the editor did not live to see this volume through the press, the final supervision had to be 
undertaken by his father, who has now himself followed the gifted young scholar to the grave; and 
he has prefixed to the catalogue proper an excellent portrait and a very charming memoir of Jean 
MASPERO, rendered specially interesting by the inclusion of his diary during the earlier part of the 
war and some extracts from his letters. Specimens of his verse are also given, which will reveal to 
those who knew him only through his scientific work a new and very attractive side to his personality. 
But it must be confessed that it is only with melancholy and an increased sense of loss that one can 
read this memoir of a scholar who, much as he had already done, had it in him to do so much more 
for historical study. 

It is a proof of the wealth of material contained in the Ko6m Ishgau papyri that, though two 
large volumes entirely drawn from them have preceded this, and though many papyri of the find have 
gone to London and Florence, the present volume shows no diminution of interest as compared with 
its predecessors. Like them, it exhibits in a special degree a characteristic which gives to the Byzantine 
Age its peculiar interest to the student-its mingling of two different worlds of thought and culture. 
In it, and (no doubt by mere accident) in the Kom Ishgau texts more noticeably than in any other 
papyrus collection yet broght to light, the mediaeval and the mediaeval aancient order meet-on the one hand 
the last dying gleams of Hellenism, on the other the new world of Christendom and the Middle 
Ages. Thus, in this volume we have the pagan world of Alexandria, the philosopher Horapollon with 
his a-xo\X)v ir?pl ras e'Kc[i-E] adKa8ip[i]as and his rov ijpcoS. p.ov arTpoS 'AacKXq'rtai8ov, and Dioscorus with 
his poems on Achilles, his strange jumble of mythology, and his cliches from the classical epic; but 
side by side with them we find the whole organization of mediaeval, Christianity, its churches and 
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